
Wolman™ Wood 

Care Products 

for preparing,

restoring,

beautifying and

protecting

outdoor wood.

For more than seventy years,
Wolman has been synonymous with
wood care and is the brand trusted by thousands of
Wolman Certified Contractors, who demand
professional quality and guaranteed performance.

What does that mean for you? When you choose
Wolman, you’re getting the culmination of decades of
experience and expertise devoted to beautifying and
protecting one material and one material alone: wood.

Exterior wood care in two easy steps:
1. Prepare and Restore
2. Beautify and Protect, for long-lasting outdoor wood

Visit www.rustoleum.com 

• For information about the Wolman 2-Step Process 

• To learn more about exterior wood care, product
features and benefits

• To find a dealer in your area.

Coating colors inside depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will
depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method.
Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.
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Wolman™ F&P®

Finish and Preservative  

A deep penetrating, high-solids 
oil to protect new or weather
damaged wood with a preservative
to stop surface decay. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes 

Finish and Protector Aerosol 
– Cedar, Natural

GOLDEN PINE
Premixed

NATURAL
Premixed

CEDAR
Premixed

REDWOOD
Premixed
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1-800-635-3286
www.rustoleum.com
www.wolman.com
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Produces a sheer, matte finish that
protects new or weathered wood
from water damage. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes

Wolman™ DuraStain®

Solid and Semi-transparent water repellent  

Creates a beautiful deeply pigmented matte
finish that resists fading and retains
its color longer than other stains.  

Available in 

22 Tint Colors
Each chip shown with semi-
transparent left side and solid stain
right side.

NATURAL HICKORY
Premixed

NATURAL

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

CHESTNUT BROWN
Premixed

NATURAL CEDAR
Premixed

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

SADDLE BROWN
Tint                     Premixed 

CAPE COD GRAY
Tint

SEASHORE GRAY
Tint

WOODLAND BROWN
Tint

OYSTER SHELL
Tint

SAND DUNE
Tint

FROSTED MAPLE
Tint

NATURAL OAK
Tint

DOESKIN
Tint

AUTUMN BROWN
Tint

RED CEDAR
Tint

TERRA COTTA
Tint

BLACK WALNUT
Tint

CHARCOAL GRAY
Tint

BLUE SPRUCE
Tint

MOSS GREEN
Tint

OLIVEWOOD
Tint

SLATE GRAY
Tint

COLONIAL BLUE
Tint

Coating colors depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method. Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.

It’s Easy 
to keep decks and fences 
looking beautiful with 

Wolman™ Wood Care Products

The Wolman 2-Step process for beautiful, long

lasting outdoor wood makes it easy to protect your

deck and keep it looking marvelous for years —

whether it’s new or weathered — pressure-treated,

cedar, redwood, exotic hardwood or composite. And,

with Wolman Wood Care Products you get

professional quality and guaranteed

performance, so you can keep

wood fences, gazebos,

arbors, play sets and

other outdoor wood

looking beautiful

and lasting

longer too!
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Restore & Protect
Outdoor wood needs protection 

Without it, damage can begin immediately!  

Rain, melting snow — even morning dew — 
are easily absorbed by unprotected wood, causing it
to soften and swell. The sun’s heat causes drying,
which makes wood shrink. Recurring cycles of wet
and dry — swelling and shrinking — can cause
outdoor wood to crack, check, split and warp —
leading to premature damage and costly repairs.

Unprotected wood is also subject to:
• Rot and decay from insect attack and the
growth of fungi like mold and mildew. 

• The sun’s UV rays can cause premature
graying and surface degradation.

The Wolman 2-Step Process for beautiful, long-
lasting wood:

• Restores outdoor wood to its “like new”
condition. 

• Provides the protection it needs to keep 
it looking beautiful for years.
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Prepare & Restore
Clean the surface with 

Wolman™ DeckWash,
DeckBrite™ and Deck &
Fence Brightener

Weathered gray wood, rust spots and stains
from mildew, moss, algae and tannin bleed can ruin
the look of your deck. And, new decks may contain
“surface barriers” — like mill glaze
on new Cedar — that can
prevent the penetration or
adhesion of stains and water
repellent sealers.

Wolman DeckWash with 
the Fast & Easy hose
mount applicator is
ideal for routine
washing of coated
exterior wood and
composite lumber.

Wolman DeckBrite powder
concentrate and Deck & Fence Brightener liquid
concentrate are the best cleaners for removing

surface barriers, ground-in dirt, gray wood
surfaces and even the toughest of

stains to restore wood to its natural
beauty and prepare it for coating. 

• Clean and brighten in just 
10 minutes.

• No bleaching, yellowing or
damaging the wood, like
chlorine bleach can. 

• Safe to use near grass,
plants and shrubs.

Before

After
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Strip Away

If the colored stain on your deck has seen
better days — or if you simply want a different 
look — strip the finish with Wolman DeckStrip 
Stain & Finish Remover.

DeckStrip is a universal stripper formulated to 
dissolve both oil-base and water-base stains —
semi-transparents and wood-colored finishes.

• Works in just 15 minutes, without multiple
applications. 

• Contains a special wetting agent and thickener 
for optimal cling to all wood surfaces.

• Great for vertical surfaces — 
fences, gazebos, playsets…
and more!  

For tough-to-strip, 100%
acrylic, solid deck and
siding stains, use
DeckStrip-ASR Acrylic
Stain Remover. 

• 100% biodegradable
for use near grass,
plants and shrubs.

Before

After

If previously stained, remove unwanted
finishes with Wolman™ DeckStrip®

Available sizes: 1 & 5 Gallons
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Beautify & Protect
Wolman™ Stains and Finishes are
Performance Guaranteed

Once the wood is cleaned and your deck is free
of surface barriers and unwanted finishes, it’s time
to beautify it and protect it from the elements.

Wolman Wood Care Products offers a full line of 
decorative and protective coatings to help you
achieve the look you desire:

• Solid or semi-transparent stained finish.

• Transparent, rich oil finish.

• Sheer, wood-colored matte finish.

• Totally clear finish.

Wolman stains and finishes ensure your 
deck will stay beautiful longer with our 

Performance Guarantee.
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Wolman™ DuraStain® SOLID
A deeply-pigmented 
opaque matte finish

Wolman DuraStain Solid
protects new or

weathered wood from
UV graying and
water damage, and
resists peeling for
10 years on
decks, 25 years
on siding —
backed by the
Wolman
Satisfaction

Guarantee! And, it’s
great for returning

that vibrant, original
color to weathered, faded 

wood composite lumber!

Available in 22 custom tint colors —
DuraStain Solid offers a beautiful opaque matte
finish that resists fading and retains its color longer
than other stains. 

• 100% acrylic formula withstands heavy foot traffic
and offers maximum protection against water
absorption— even under the harshest weather 
conditions 

• Prevents cracking, peeling and blistering. 

• Mildew-resistant film keeps your outdoor wood
free of unsightly mildew stains.

• Two coats provide beautiful solid color coverage
that lasts — and lasts!
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Wolman™ DuraStain®

SEMI-TRANSPARENT
A richly-pigmented 
semi-transparent matte finish
Choose Wolman DuraStain Semi-Transparent for

superior durability, color longevity and maximum
protection against harsh weather conditions. It’s rated
the best semi-transparent stain for “wood worth
showing off.”

DuraStain Semi-Transparent offers a deeply colored,
beautiful matte finish that retains its color longer
than traditional semi-transparent stains. Available in
3 pre-mixed colors and 19 tint colors. It’s easy to
achieve any color you desire!

• Unique alkyd/acrylic formula combines deep
penetrating oils with a tough, durable, surface film
that lasts for years.

• Weathers without peeling and blistering.

• Stands up to scuffing and prevents water damage, 
UV graying and unsightly mildew stains. 

• One quick-drying coat provides excellent
coverage, even over older,
weather-beaten surfaces.
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Wolman™ E•H•T 
for exotic hardwoods
A translucent, sheer matte finish 
and protective treatment

Looking for a translucent matte finish to beautify
and protect exotic hardwoods like Mahogany, Ipé and
Teak? Choose Wolman EHT Exotic Hardwood
Treatment.

• EHT combines a unique water-base formula 
with modified oils to penetrate dense tropical
hardwoods. 

• Durable, long-lasting protection. 

• Translucent matte finish enhances the natural
beauty of exotic wood grains. 

• Restores weathered hardwoods to their “like new”
condition.

• Offers unsurpassed UV protection. 

• Powerful water-repellent system.

• Prevents premature graying. 

• Protects against cracking, checking
and mildew growth.

• EHT offers fast-drying, 
one-coat coverage, so

you can clean,
restore, 
beautify and
protect your
deck, porch 
or outdoor
furniture in
just one day! 
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 Wolman™ F&P®

Finish and Preservative  

A rich transparent oil finish
that beautifies as it protects

Looking for a rich transparent oil finish that
makes your deck look gorgeous while

protecting it from rot and decay,
UV graying and water damage?
Choose Wolman F&P Finish
And Preservative. 

• Four transparent, natural
wood colors.

• F&P enhances the wood’s
color, grain and texture.

• Deep oil finish beautifies new wood 
and renews weathered wood.

• Water repellent to protect against cracking and
prevent splitting and warping.

• Prevents peeling or blistering.

Unlike most oil finishes, it’s formulated with an 
EPA-registered preservative for maximum protection
against mold and mildew growth and rot and decay.
Great for wood fences, siding, roofing
and more!

• Finish and Protector

Aerosol available in

2 colors.
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Sheer...or totally clear protection
Wolman™ RainCoat™

Looking for a sheer, matte finish
or a totally clear, flat finish 
that protects new or weathered
wood from water damage? Select
Wolman RainCoat Tinted Water

Repellent or RainCoat Clear Water
Repellent.

• Tinted RainCoat contains UV-blocking pigment.

• Three sheer, natural wood colors. 

• RainCoat Tinted Water Repellent complements your
wood’s natural appearance and shows off its grain
and texture, while resisting UV graying.

• RainCoat Clear Water Repellent is 100% clear, 
allowing your wood’s original color to show
through and gray naturally.

• Both offer easy water clean up.

•  RainCoat Clear is also available in an oil-base
formula. It’s ideal for new, pressure-treated lumber
that should be waterproofed immediately after
installation.

All Raincoat products provide:

• Mildew-resitant coating.

• One-coat coverage.
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Wolman™ DecoWhite™

Decorative Deck & Porch Paint
A bright white, satin finish

Looking to create a beautiful 
two-tone designer look on your
deck, porch, gazebo or arbor?
Choose Wolman DecoWhite.
Its brilliant white finish gives
a “custom” accent to
railings, posts, trimwork
and other vertical wood
surfaces.*

• Specifically formulated
for new outdoor wood
projects.

• Solid hide coverage. 

• Resists fading, cracking,
peeling and blistering.

• Requires less maintenance than
traditional stains. 

• Two coats block tannin bleed on 
new cedar and copper leaching on new pressure-
treated wood.

• Beautifies and protects new or weathered wood 
from UV exposure, mildew staining and water
damage.

It’s also great for painting
fences, outdoor wood
furniture, play
houses and
more!

*Not intended for use on floor boards or house siding.
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Wolman™ RainCoat™

Tinted water repellent  

Produces a sheer, matte finish that
protects new or weathered wood
from water damage. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes

3 Premixed Colors

NATURAL HICKORY
Premixed

NATURAL CEDAR
Premixed

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed
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Produces a sheer, matte finish that
protects new or weathered wood
from water damage. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes

Wolman™ DuraStain®

Solid and Semi-transparent water repellent  

Creates a beautiful deeply pigmented matte
finish that resists fading and retains
its color longer than other stains.  

Available in 

22 Tint Colors
Each chip shown with semi-
transparent left side and solid stain
right side.

NATURAL HICKORY
Premixed

NATURAL

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

CHESTNUT BROWN
Premixed

NATURAL CEDAR
Premixed

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

SADDLE BROWN
Tint                     Premixed 

CAPE COD GRAY
Tint

SEASHORE GRAY
Tint

WOODLAND BROWN
Tint

OYSTER SHELL
Tint

SAND DUNE
Tint

FROSTED MAPLE
Tint

NATURAL OAK
Tint

DOESKIN
Tint

AUTUMN BROWN
Tint

RED CEDAR
Tint

TERRA COTTA
Tint

BLACK WALNUT
Tint

CHARCOAL GRAY
Tint

BLUE SPRUCE
Tint

MOSS GREEN
Tint

OLIVEWOOD
Tint

SLATE GRAY
Tint

COLONIAL BLUE
Tint

Coating colors depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method. Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.

It’s Easy 
to keep decks and fences 
looking beautiful with 

Wolman™ Wood Care Products

The Wolman 2-Step process for beautiful, long

lasting outdoor wood makes it easy to protect your

deck and keep it looking marvelous for years —

whether it’s new or weathered — pressure-treated,

cedar, redwood, exotic hardwood or composite. And,

with Wolman Wood Care Products you get

professional quality and guaranteed

performance, so you can keep

wood fences, gazebos,

arbors, play sets and

other outdoor wood

looking beautiful

and lasting

longer too!
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Produces a sheer, matte finish that
protects new or weathered wood
from water damage. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes

Wolman™ DuraStain®

Solid and Semi-transparent water repellent  

Creates a beautiful deeply pigmented matte
finish that resists fading and retains
its color longer than other stains.  

Available in 

22 Tint Colors
Each chip shown with semi-
transparent left side and solid stain
right side.

NATURAL HICKORY
Premixed

NATURAL

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

CHESTNUT BROWN
Premixed

NATURAL CEDAR
Premixed

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

SADDLE BROWN
Tint                     Premixed 

CAPE COD GRAY
Tint

SEASHORE GRAY
Tint

WOODLAND BROWN
Tint

OYSTER SHELL
Tint

SAND DUNE
Tint

FROSTED MAPLE
Tint

NATURAL OAK
Tint

DOESKIN
Tint

AUTUMN BROWN
Tint

RED CEDAR
Tint

TERRA COTTA
Tint

BLACK WALNUT
Tint

CHARCOAL GRAY
Tint

BLUE SPRUCE
Tint

MOSS GREEN
Tint

OLIVEWOOD
Tint

SLATE GRAY
Tint

COLONIAL BLUE
Tint

Coating colors depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method. Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.

It’s Easy 
to keep decks and fences 
looking beautiful with 

Wolman™ Wood Care Products

The Wolman 2-Step process for beautiful, long

lasting outdoor wood makes it easy to protect your

deck and keep it looking marvelous for years —

whether it’s new or weathered — pressure-treated,

cedar, redwood, exotic hardwood or composite. And,

with Wolman Wood Care Products you get

professional quality and guaranteed

performance, so you can keep

wood fences, gazebos,

arbors, play sets and

other outdoor wood

looking beautiful

and lasting

longer too!
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Produces a sheer, matte finish that
protects new or weathered wood
from water damage. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes

Wolman™ DuraStain®

Solid and Semi-transparent water repellent  

Creates a beautiful deeply pigmented matte
finish that resists fading and retains
its color longer than other stains.  

Available in 

22 Tint Colors
Each chip shown with semi-
transparent left side and solid stain
right side.

NATURAL HICKORY
Premixed

NATURAL

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

semi                     solid semi                     solid

CHESTNUT BROWN
Premixed

NATURAL CEDAR
Premixed

NATURAL REDWOOD
Premixed

SADDLE BROWN
Tint                     Premixed 

CAPE COD GRAY
Tint

SEASHORE GRAY
Tint

WOODLAND BROWN
Tint

OYSTER SHELL
Tint

SAND DUNE
Tint

FROSTED MAPLE
Tint

NATURAL OAK
Tint

DOESKIN
Tint

AUTUMN BROWN
Tint

RED CEDAR
Tint

TERRA COTTA
Tint

BLACK WALNUT
Tint

CHARCOAL GRAY
Tint

BLUE SPRUCE
Tint

MOSS GREEN
Tint

OLIVEWOOD
Tint

SLATE GRAY
Tint

COLONIAL BLUE
Tint

Coating colors depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method. Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.

It’s Easy 
to keep decks and fences 
looking beautiful with 

Wolman™ Wood Care Products

The Wolman 2-Step process for beautiful, long

lasting outdoor wood makes it easy to protect your

deck and keep it looking marvelous for years —

whether it’s new or weathered — pressure-treated,

cedar, redwood, exotic hardwood or composite. And,

with Wolman Wood Care Products you get

professional quality and guaranteed

performance, so you can keep

wood fences, gazebos,

arbors, play sets and

other outdoor wood

looking beautiful

and lasting

longer too!
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Wolman™ Wood 

Care Products 

for preparing,

restoring,

beautifying and

protecting

outdoor wood.

For more than seventy years,
Wolman has been synonymous with
wood care and is the brand trusted by thousands of
Wolman Certified Contractors, who demand
professional quality and guaranteed performance.

What does that mean for you? When you choose
Wolman, you’re getting the culmination of decades of
experience and expertise devoted to beautifying and
protecting one material and one material alone: wood.

Exterior wood care in two easy steps:
1. Prepare and Restore
2. Beautify and Protect, for long-lasting outdoor wood

Visit www.rustoleum.com 

• For information about the Wolman 2-Step Process 

• To learn more about exterior wood care, product
features and benefits

• To find a dealer in your area.

Coating colors inside depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will
depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method.
Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.
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Wolman™ F&P®

Finish and Preservative  

A deep penetrating, high-solids 
oil to protect new or weather
damaged wood with a preservative
to stop surface decay. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes 

Finish and Protector Aerosol 
– Cedar, Natural

GOLDEN PINE
Premixed

NATURAL
Premixed

CEDAR
Premixed

REDWOOD
Premixed

COLOR CHIPS
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1-800-635-3286
www.rustoleum.com
www.wolman.com
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Wolman™ Wood 

Care Products 

for preparing,

restoring,

beautifying and

protecting

outdoor wood.

For more than seventy years,
Wolman has been synonymous with
wood care and is the brand trusted by thousands of
Wolman Certified Contractors, who demand
professional quality and guaranteed performance.

What does that mean for you? When you choose
Wolman, you’re getting the culmination of decades of
experience and expertise devoted to beautifying and
protecting one material and one material alone: wood.

Exterior wood care in two easy steps:
1. Prepare and Restore
2. Beautify and Protect, for long-lasting outdoor wood

Visit www.rustoleum.com 

• For information about the Wolman 2-Step Process 

• To learn more about exterior wood care, product
features and benefits

• To find a dealer in your area.

Coating colors inside depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will
depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method.
Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.
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Wolman™ F&P®

Finish and Preservative  

A deep penetrating, high-solids 
oil to protect new or weather
damaged wood with a preservative
to stop surface decay. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes 

Finish and Protector Aerosol 
– Cedar, Natural

GOLDEN PINE
Premixed

NATURAL
Premixed

CEDAR
Premixed

REDWOOD
Premixed
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Wolman™ Wood 

Care Products 

for preparing,

restoring,

beautifying and

protecting

outdoor wood.

For more than seventy years,
Wolman has been synonymous with
wood care and is the brand trusted by thousands of
Wolman Certified Contractors, who demand
professional quality and guaranteed performance.

What does that mean for you? When you choose
Wolman, you’re getting the culmination of decades of
experience and expertise devoted to beautifying and
protecting one material and one material alone: wood.

Exterior wood care in two easy steps:
1. Prepare and Restore
2. Beautify and Protect, for long-lasting outdoor wood

Visit www.rustoleum.com 

• For information about the Wolman 2-Step Process 

• To learn more about exterior wood care, product
features and benefits

• To find a dealer in your area.

Coating colors inside depict actual colors on wood, but final appearance will
depend on your wood’s species, age, surface porosity and application method.
Always perform a trial brushout to preview final color.
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Wolman™ F&P®

Finish and Preservative  

A deep penetrating, high-solids 
oil to protect new or weather
damaged wood with a preservative
to stop surface decay. 

Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes 

Finish and Protector Aerosol 
– Cedar, Natural
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NATURAL
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